KUFPEC TSD visit to KUFPEC Norway

Manager TSD Mr. Bader al-Matar, Ahmad Mohammad TL COE and Mohammed al-Jadi Senior Specialist from Technical Support department visited Norway

Manager TSD Mr. Bader al-Matar, Ahmad Mohammad TL COE and Mohammed al-Jadi Senior Specialist from Technical Support department visited Norway, with the purpose of liaising with Norwegian Research Institutes, Technology Providers and Norwegian Authorities.

The visit was co-ordinated through the Norway AO and was focused on opportunities for Technology Transfer. Meetings were held with the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate, Statoil R&D, SINTEF and IRIS Research Centres as well as 2 Technology Providers.

The visit was successful as it provided visibility on the strengths / capabilities of the different organizations, with respect to R&D and Technology Transfer.

Norway’s Petroleum and Energy Minister Opens Gina Krog Field

Norway’s Petroleum and Energy Minister Opens Gina Krog Field
In the Presence of KUFPEC Norway Country Manager, Norway’s Petroleum and Energy Minister Opens Gina Krog Field

Norway’s Minister of Petroleum and Energy, Terje Søviknes, officially opened the Statoil-operated gas/oil offshore field on the 24th of October in a ceremony aboard the Gina Krog platform.

The event was attended by KUFPEC Norway country manager Mr. Ali Al-Mousa along with some representatives from all JV partners in addition to journalists and media representatives.

With the recent acquisition of an additional 15% interest in the Gina Krog field, KUFPEC’s working interest became 30% acquiring it from Total E&P Norge AS, a wholly-owned subsidiary of TOTAL S.A. The acquisition expanded KUFPEC’s presence in Norway and added approximately 34 MMboe in net reserves. KUFPEC’s net production is boosted to 7,500 boe/d. Gina Krog commenced production in June 2017 and is operated by Statoil.
KUFPEC TSD and KOC R&D R&T visit to KUFPEC Australia

07 Dec 2017

KUFPEC Technical Support Department visited KUFPEC Australia regional office

Technical Support Department in coordination with Australia Area Office through FEAR, a delegation from KOC headed by manager R&D Mr. Mohammad Al-Qenaei and KUFPEC delegation headed by manager TSD Mr. Bader Al-Matar visited KUFPEC Australia regional office. The objective of the visit is to start collaboration with selected universities and research centers for possible Technology Transfer to the upstream K-Companies to solve for future challenges toward implementing the upstream 2040 strategy. This event is to be captured as the starting point of implementing the directives of KPC 2040 strategy which stress on KUFPEC TSD through regional offices to be the focal point for Technology Transfer and sharing knowledge. The visit is well coordinated by FEAR through Australia area office as it is vital for KOC as first visit to KUFPEC area offices.

The visit included a full day overview on KUFPEC Australia operation activities with JV partners followed by a visit to CSIRO research center, Curtin University and University of Western Australia.